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This work is devoted to an adaptation of the conjugate gradient method for the identification of heat flux
densities provided by two mobile sources on a two-dimensional geometry. This adaptation is based on a
sliding-time window in order to achieve quasi-online identification of unknown time-dependent pa-
rameters. The proposed method ensures sequential in time iterative regularization in order to deal with
the ill-posed nature of inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP). The studied configuration is issued from
experimental reflections in order to investigate a practical case. A set of fixed sensors is considered while
heating sources trajectories are accurately known. Measurements provided by sensors are disturbed
according to a realistic Gaussian noise. Several strategies are detailed in this communication (adaptive
integration interval, sliding time window, initialization improvement, choice of the sliding window size).
In each situation, the benefit in terms of delay reduction is discussed in regards with the identification
accuracy. It is shown that such methodology provides an attractive procedure consistent with adaptive
control aims and real time signal processing.

© 2015 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In engineering sciences, real processes are frequently modelled
in order to predict and to act on these systems. However, some
parameters are often unknown considering the phenomena
complexity. Thus, an identification procedure has to be imple-
mented to estimate these parameters in order to develop an ac-
curate model. In thermal sciences, characteristics of inverse
problems and their numerical resolution are investigated in Refs.
[3,4,29,32]. For situations where forward problems and inverse
problem are described by partial differential equations (PDE),
several studies can be cited [2] and [17]. In numerous references,
parameter estimation for heat flux identification is achieved
considering numerical resolution of inverse problems [33,15,21,14].
In this context it is usual to wait the recording of all measurements
before starting the identification procedure (usually based on a
minimization algorithm for the quadratic cost function related to
the difference between simulated temperatures and measure-
ments). However, such offline approach is not adapted for process
A. Vergnaud), laetitia.perez@
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erved.
control or diagnosis purposes (to maintain or increase the process
dependability). Thus, if the inversion is implemented with the
intention of performing online identification, reduction of the
calculation time is essential.

In such a framework, in Ref. [26] sequential approaches are
analysed considering the well-known Beck's method. Piecewise-
constant approximation of the unknown parameter is considered
in a 1D geometry with a single sensor used for time dependant heat
flux identification (Neumann condition). The time interval is sub-
divided in equal time steps and several numbers of “future times”
are taken into account. Minimization algorithm is based on New-
ton's method. In Ref. [27], in a 1D geometry, a sequential variant of
the conjugate gradient methods proceeds similarly to the Beck's
method. Unknown parameters are the initial temperature and the
heating flux on a boundary.

Sequential approach is also implemented in Ref. [11] for a 2D
geometry with an unknown heat flux on a part of the domain
boundary. Tikhonov regularization is performed in order to deal
with the ill-conditioned nature of the inverse problem. The
gradient method is considered for cost function minimization.
Temperatures are measured using 11 sensors and measurements
errors are taken into account. In Ref. [31], a sequential procedure
based on future time steps is implemented in order to perform
model reduction. Such technique is based on a proper selection of
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Nomenclature

General symbols
C specific heat capacity, J kg�1 K�1

e thickness, m
h heat transfer coefficient, W m�2 K�1

I disk center
l plate width, m
L plate length, m
maxerr maximum error on heat flux density estimation,

W m�2

n! unit external outward-pointing vector
NC total number of sensors
Nt number of time interval for identification
NT number of identification problems resolution
rj¼1,2 heat flux radius, m
si(t) basis function for piecewise linear functions
sðtÞ vector of basis function si(t)
t time, s
tid identification time, s
tf final time, s
x space variable, m
y space variable, m

Greek symbols
l thermal conductivity, W m�1 K�1

mdelay average delay on the identification, s
mres average temperature residual, K
merr average heat flux density estimation errors, W m�2

f(t) heat flux density, W m�2

fj vector related to source j heat fluxes in W m�2

r density, kg m�3

sres standard deviation of temperature residual, K
serr standard deviation of heat flux density estimation

errors, W m�2

q temperature, K
q0 initial temperature, K

Subscript
0 initial
i for sensors
j for heating sources

Superscript
i related to time discretization
k iteration
tr matrix transpose
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eigenmodes (dominant) of the state matrix in order to reduce the
system dimension. Studied geometries are 2D or 3D and it is shown
that once the different elementary reduced models were built,
identification is rather fast.

Implementation of an extended Kalman filter for identification
purposes related to IHCP is proposed for example in Refs. [9,10].
Such technique, well known in signal processing, induces time-lag
on identified parameters and can be difficult to tune without a
priori information (related to the noise distribution for example).
Configurations studied in both previous references are related to
boundary heat flux identification considering a 1D mathematical
model.

In Ref. [12], recent investigations in a 3D domain are performed
in order to identify a surfacic heat flux using 36 micro-
thermocouples located quite closely underneath the investigated
surface. A conjugate gradient method is performed for criterion
iterative minimization and a weak formulation based on Galerkin
finite-dimensional technique. A multilevel approach is mentioned
in order to consider sequential identification for the acceleration of
minimizing the Tikhonov functional (but there are no details
related to numerical implementation or tests).

Recently, a “building block” approach has been proposed in Ref.
[23] in order to identify a boundary heat flux (depends on the space
variable but constant versus time) in a two dimensional geometry.
The proposed technique is based on 2D transient Green's function
solution equation. Unknown heat flux spatial profile is assumed to
be piecewise constant. Such attractive method seems to be difficult
to implement in general cases with complex geometries, non lin-
earities and disturbed measurements.

In the following, the numerical resolution of an inverse heat
conduction problem in a 2D geometry is investigated in order to
perform a quasi-online identification of mobile surfacic heat fluxes.
Considering the previous methods and in order to prevent the bias
occurred by extended Kalman filter (time-lag) or by the function
specification such as Beck's sequential method (for which the use of
future times information induces bias in the estimate for the un-
known heat flux) a different method is proposed. The proposed
approach is based on an adaptation of a regularization method: the
conjugate gradient method (CGM). Such method is widespread in
offline context and well known for inverse heat conduction prob-
lem [18,19,28,5]. In the studied context, the aim is to reduce
computational time in order to obtain identification results on time
interval [t0,t1] as fast as possible after the measurement availability
(zt1). Then the overall method is developed in the aim of delay
reduction under the constraint of a reliable identification. Such
objective is also related to optimal trajectories strategies for mobile
sensor [7,24] which can be implemented using the experimental
prototype described in [30] (based on mobile robots and vision
system [20,34]). Adaptative control for time-delay systems [13] is
also concerned by ths approach. Identification is sequentially per-
formed on sliding time windows in order to adapt the integration
interval and to provide overlap which can avoid identification bias.
The regularization is ensured considering the admissible level of
minimization [2]: iteration number acts as a regularization
parameter.

In the following paragraph the forward problem is described.
The partial differential equation system is exposed and the mobile
sources trajectories are given. Several numerical results are shown
considering a finite element method. Then in the third paragraph,
inverse problem is exposed and the main steps of CGM are briefly
given considering the sensitivity problem and the adjoint problem.
Then numerical results are shown in order to investigate the effect
of the adapted method in comparison with the offline approach.
Several strategies are implemented and compared (adaptive,
sliding time window, initialization improvement, choice of the
sliding window size). The robustness will be put on view for each
proposed strategies. Effects on both delay reduction and identifi-
cation accuracy are shown.
2. Direct problem

Let us consider twomobile heating sources, S1 and S2, moving on

a thin metallic rectangular plate U ¼
�
�L
2 ;

þL
2

�
�
�
�l
2 ;

þl
2

�
3ℝ2, with

boundaries vU2ℝ and thickness e. For each source, the heat flux
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density fj(j ¼ 1,2) is considered as spatially uniform on a mobile
disk Dj(Ij,rj) with center Ij(xj,yj) and radius rj. The total heat flux
applied on the plate at every moment can be written:

Fðx; y; tÞ ¼
8<:f1ðtÞ if ðx; yÞ2D1ðI1ðtÞ; r1Þ

f2ðtÞ if ðx; yÞ2D2ðI2ðtÞ; r2Þ
0 otherwise

(1)

To describe these two heat fluxes in continuous and differen-
tiable way, spatial regularization is used and the total heat flux can
be expressed as follow:

Fðx; y; tÞ ¼
X2
j¼1

fjðtÞ
p

�
� arctan

�
Ajðx; yÞ

�þ p

2

�
with

Ajðx; yÞ ¼ m

 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
x� xj

�2 þ �y� yj
�2r

� rj

! (2)

The parameter m2ℝþ has been chosen to deal with heat flux
discontinuity. The time interval T ¼ [0,tf] can be divided into Nt

segments T ¼ ∪Nt�1
i¼0 ½ti; tiþ1� with ti ¼ ti and a discretization step

defined by t ¼ tf/Nt. Without loss of generalities, the unknown heat
flux densities f1(t) and f2(t) can be formulated as piecewise
continuous linear functions and can be written considering basis
functions si(t) for i ¼ 0,…,Nt:

siðtÞ ¼

8>>>>><>>>>>:

t
t
� iþ 1 if t2½ti�1; ti�

�t
t
þ iþ 1 if t2½ti; tiþ1�

0 otherwise

The two heat flux densities are then expressed as follows:

fjðtÞ ¼
PNt

i¼0f
i
js
iðtÞ ¼ ðfjÞtrsðtÞ.

Considering that the plate is thin, temperature gradient versus
the plate thickness (e) can be neglected and a two dimensional
mathematical model is validated. Both heat losses (convective ex-
changes are similar on the lower and the upper face) and heating
fluxes are formulated in the heat equation (issued from energy
balance considering Fourier's law). Thus, temperature q(x,y;t)
within the domain is solution of PDE system (3). Thermal con-
ductivity l in this study is considered not dependent of the tem-
perature, of the spatial distribution and of time.
8>>>>><>>>>>:
cðx; y; tÞ2U� T rc

vqðx; y; tÞ
vt

� lDqðx; y; tÞ ¼ Fðx; y; tÞ � 2hðqðx;
e

cðx; yÞ2U qðx; y;0Þ ¼ q0

cðx; y; tÞ2vU� T �l
vqðx; y; tÞ

v n! ¼ 0

8>>>>><>>>>>:
rc

vdqðx; y; tÞ
vt

� lDdqðx; y; tÞ ¼ dFðx; y; tÞ � 2hdqðx; y; tÞ
e

cðx; y; tÞ2
dqðx; y;0Þ ¼ 0 cðx; yÞ2U

�l
vdqðx; y; tÞ

v n! ¼ 0 cðx; y; tÞ2
The source term Fðx; y; tÞ � 2hðqðx; y; tÞ � q0Þ=e, expressed in
(W m�3), is relevant if thickness e is small enough. In the studied
configuration, according to the heat fluxes range and to the pa-
rameters taken into account in the studied case, a previous nu-
merical study has shown that the 2D model is valid in comparison
with the 3D domain (a parallelepiped with a surfacic heat flux f(.)
on a face).

3. Inverse problem

3.1. Formulation

To estimate the heat flux densities f1(t) and f2(t) from tem-
perature evolutions provided by sensors located on the plate, an
inverse problem can be formulated and solved by minimizing the
following quadratic criterion (4). This criterion describes the
quadratic difference between simulated temperature qðCi; t;FÞ
(direct problem solution (3) for sensor Ci with the estimation of the
heat flux densities F ¼ ðf1 f2Þ2ℝ2Nt ) and the measured tem-

perature bqiðtÞ provided by sensor Ci (noisy simulated
measurements).

J
�
q;F

� ¼ 1
2

XNc

i¼0

Ztf
0

�
q
�
Ci; t;F

�� bqiðtÞ�2dt (4)

The conjugate gradient method is implemented to identify the
unknown parameters [18,25,32]. This algorithm requires iterative
resolution of three well-posed problems: the direct problem (3) to

calculate the cost-function Jðq;FkÞ and estimate the quality of the

estimate F
k at iteration k; the sensitivity problem to calculate the

descent depth (in the descent direction); the adjoint problem to
determine the gradient of the cost-function Jðq;FÞ and thus to
define the next descent direction [6,16].

3.2. Sensitivity problem

Let us consider dq(x,y;t) the temperature variation induced by
heat flux densities variations. dq(x,y;t) is solution of the following
system:
y; tÞ � q0Þ

(3)

U�
h
0; tf

i

vU�
h
0; tf

i (5)
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with

dFðx; y; tÞ ¼
X2
j¼1

dfjðtÞ
p

�
� arctan

�
Ajðx; yÞ

�þ p

2

�

¼ 1
p

X2
j¼1

�
dfj

�tr
sðtÞ
�
� arctan

�
Ajðx; yÞ

�þ p

2

�
(6)

The solution dq(x,y;t) of the sensitivity problem is used to
calculate the descent depth at each iteration k:

gk ¼ Arg min
g2ℝ

J
�
F� gdk

�

¼

Z tf

0

XNc

i¼1

�
q
�
Ci; t;F

k
�
� bqiðtÞ�dq�Ci; t;Fk

�
dt

Z tf

0

XNc

i¼1

h
dq
�
Ci; t;F

k
�i2

dt

(7)

The descent direction dk2ℝ2Nt is defined according to the
conjugate gradient algorithm and depends on the cost-function
gradient.
3.3. Adjoint problem

In order to determine the gradient of the cost-function

VJk ¼

0BBBB@
vJ

vfi;k
1

vJ
vfi;k

2

1CCCCA
i¼ð1;:::;NtÞ

at each iteration k of the minimization al-

gorithm, a Lagrangian formulation [ðqðx; y; tÞ;F;jÞ is introduced:
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

cðx; y; tÞ2U�
h
0; tf

i
rc

vjðx; y; tÞ
vt

þ lDjðx; y; tÞ ¼ Eðx; y; tÞ þ 2h

cðx; yÞ2U j
�
x; y; tf

�
¼ 0

cðx; y; tÞ2vU�
h
0; tf

i
�l

vjðx; y; tÞ
v n! ¼ 0

dJðq;FÞ ¼ �
Ztf
0

Z
U

�
dFðx; y; tÞjðx; y; tÞ

e

�
dU:dt ¼ �

Ztf
0

Z
U

1
e

24X2
j¼1

dfjðtÞ
p

[ðq;F;jÞ ¼ Jðq;FÞ þ
Ztf
0

Z
U

	
rc

vqðx; y; tÞ
vt

� lDqðx; y; tÞ � Fðx; y; tÞ
e

þ 2hðqðx; y; tÞ � q0Þ
e



jdtdU

(8)

The Lagrangian variation is written as follows:

d[ðq;F;jÞ ¼ v[ðqðx; y; tÞ;F;jÞ
vqðx; y; tÞ dqþ v[ðqðx; y; tÞ;F;jÞ

vF
dF

þ v[ðqðx; y; tÞ;F;jÞ
vj

dj

Lagrangian variation could also be written:

d[ðq;F;jÞ¼
Ztf
0

XNc

i¼1

�
q
�
xi;yi;t;F

��bqiðxi;yi;tÞ�dqðxi;yi;tÞdt

þ
Ztf
0

Z
U

�
rc
vdqð$Þ
vt

�lDdqð$Þ�dF�2hdqðx;y;tÞ
e

�
jð$ÞdtdU

Let us consider that j(x,y;t) is fixed such that:

d[ðq;F;jÞ¼v[ðqðx;y;tÞ;F;jÞ
vF dF

Then, considering equations of previous sensitivity problem (5),
j(x,y;t) is solution of problem (9):
jðx; y; tÞ
e

(9)
with Eðx; y; tÞ ¼PNc
i¼1ðqðxi; yi; t;FÞ � bqiðxi; yi; tÞÞ dD;Ci

and dD,Ci is the
Dirac distribution for sensor Ci(xi,yi). When j(x,y;t) is solution of the

adjoint problem (9) then, d[ðq;F;jÞ ¼ v[ðqðx;y;tÞ;F;jÞ
vF dF ¼ dJðq;FÞ
�
� arctan

�
Ajðx; yÞ

�þ p

2

�35jðx; y; tÞdU:dt (10)
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Thus, the gradient is expressed by:

For j ¼ 1; 2
vJ

vfi
j

¼ �
Ztf
0

Z
U

siðtÞ
p

�
� arctan

�
Ajðx; yÞ

�þ p

2

��jðx; y; tÞ
e

�
dU:dt

(11)

4. Numerical results

4.1. The studied case

The investigated domain is shown in (Fig. 1). Trajectories of both
disks centres (I1(t),I2(t)) are given in this figure (initial locations is
determined at t ¼ 0). Model parameters are shown in Table 1.

In order to obtain simulated measurements, two realistic heat
fluxes f1(t) and f2(t) are considered (Fig. 5). Numerical resolutions
presented in this communication are based on the finite elements
method implemented with Comsol® software interfaced with
Matlab©. In this study, the elements used are triangles and the
interpolation functions are quadratic. The number of degrees of
freedom is 4749. Previous studies have shown that in the studied
case, such numerical scheme is in adequacy with the desired ac-
curacy. It is obvious that a coarser mesh would reduce the
computational time (which is the key goal for online identification)
but is meaningless if numerical solutions are erroneous. Numerical
resolutions are performed on a personal computer whose charac-
teristics are: CPU: Intel® Core™ i7-3520M CPU @ 2.90 GHz, RAM:
8.00 Go, OS: Windows 7 (64).

Temperature evolution for each sensor Ci¼1,/,10 is calculated
with the known parameters listed in Table 1 and results for these
simulated measurements are shown in (Fig. 2). Different
Table 1
Model parameters.

rc (J m�3 K�1) 2,43.106 e (m) 2$10�3

rj¼1,2(m) 6$10�2 h (W m�2 K�1) 10
L¼l(m) 1 tf (s) 600
l (W m�1 K�1) 160 q0 (K) 291

Fig. 1. Direct problem representation.
temperature spatial distributions at time 150 s, 300 s, 450 s and
600 s are presented (Fig. 3).
4.2. Conjugate gradient method and offline identification

For algorithm initialization k ¼ 0, let us consider the following
heat flux densities fk

1ðtÞ ¼ fk
2ðtÞ ¼ 0 ðct2TÞ. Conjugate gradient

method is implemented in order to identify the heat flux density of
these two mobile sources considering noisy measurements
(N(0,0.5)) obtained for 10 sensors. Sensors locations are shown in
Fig. 1 while temperature evolution without noises are presented in
Fig. 2. The cost-function versus iteration number is presented in
(Fig. 4). The identification has converged in 82 min with a stop-
criterion JStop ¼ 0.5NsNts

2 [1].
The two identified heat fluxes are represented in (Fig. 5).
To validate these two identified heat densities, temperature

residual between real data and simulated data are presented in
Table 2.

In order to evaluate the identification quality, the average merr,
the standard deviation serr and the maximum maxerr of errors be-
tween estimated and real heat flux density are presented in Table 3.

Results presented Tables 2 and 3 show that such offline identi-
fication technique is efficient: residual temperatures are acceptable
and considering the heat fluxes ranges (Fig. 5) average error on
identified are quite small. Offline CGM successfully deals with
disturbed measurements and with a great number of unknown
parameters: 118 parameters are required to identify heat fluxes
every 10 s considering that both initial and final fluxes are known.
Since results are obtained 82 min after the measurements end
(tf ¼ 10 minutes) an adapted online method is proposed in the
following.
4.3. Quasi-online identification

Previous results highlight the efficiency of the conjugate
gradient method. However heat flux densities are identified after
82 min while numerical experiment duration is 10 min. The main
inconvenient of this method is the convergence time which can be
very important according to the problem complexity. Thus, the
strategy for the choice of the time interval related to identification
purpose is crucial. In the following several methods are proposed
and compared. Let us consider notations about time definition.
Experimental time is denoted by texp and can be considered as real-
time which start at t ¼ 0 s. At each second a new measurement is
obtained. After 600 s, experimentation is stopped. Identification
time is denoted by tid and can be considered as the instant for
which an identification result is obtained. This can be roughly
illustrated with 3 strategies for experimentation duration equal to
10 min (¼600 s):

� SeA: identification algorithm is launched and identification
results are obtained after 82 min. This is offline approach pre-
sented in previous paragraph.

� SeB: identification algorithm is launched every 60 s and iden-
tification duration is less than 60 s. In such a case, identification
algorithm has always to wait for new measurements.

� SeC: identification algorithm is launched every 10 s and iden-
tification duration is greater than 10 s. In this situation, identi-
fication algorithm is always late and is launched as soon as the
previous identification is finished (measurements are available).

These strategies are shown in Fig. 6. Total delay is the difference
Dtot ¼ tid�texp when all the measurements have been taken into
account for identification. Running delay Drun ¼ tid�texp is the delay



Fig. 2. Temperature evolution for sensors Ci¼1,/,5 (left) and sensors Ci¼6,/,10 (right).

Fig. 3. Temperature spatial distribution for several times.
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corresponding to an identification achievement based on last
measurements. Examples are presented in Fig. 6:

� Strategy SeA: Dtot ¼ Drun ¼ 82 minutes
� Strategy SeB: Dtot < 60 seconds and Drun < 60 seconds
� Strategy SeC: Dtot ¼ 522 seconds and Drun < 20 seconds

It is obvious that offline strategy S-A presented in previous
paragraph 4.2 induces a very important delay. The faster strategy
should be SeB but it is not possible to develop such approach and
in practice, according to the unknown parameters variations (and
to their sensitivity on measurements) identification algorithm
behaviour can change between SeB and SeC during the same
experimentation. In the following, several approaches are
detailed.

Adaptation of the principle of the conjugate gradient method
algorithm is implemented considering time intervals for identifi-
cation T i ¼ ½t�i ; tþi �3T which will slide on the total time horizon

with a step 0<Dti < tþi � t�i to identify the values of unknown

parameters fT i
1 ðtÞ; f

T i
2 ðtÞ on each interval T i.

The offset Dti � ti ¼ tþi � t�i is chosen in order to ensure that
there is an overlap between two successive time windows
T i ¼ ½t�i ; tþi � and T iþ1 ¼ ½t�iþ1; t

þ
iþ1�. This overlap is a crucial
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requirement in order to avoid bias occurred by measurements
noises and to overcome the usual fact that it is quite difficult to
identify an unknown heat fluxon T i ¼ ½t�i ; tþi � considering that the
last measurement is obtained at tþi . In practice, the last value is not
accurately identified. The overlap overcomes this difficulty.

When the values of the parameters are accurately estimated on
T i (or the iteration number is greater than a maximum number),
the identification window is translated on a new time interval
T iþ1 ¼ ½t�i þ Dt�i ; t

þ
i þ Dtþi � ¼ ½t�iþ1; t

þ
iþ1� considering

initialization:

ct2T iþ1 ¼
h
t�iþ1; t

þ
iþ1

i
:

fk¼0
1;T iþ1

ðtÞ ¼
(

f1;T i
ðtÞ if t � tþi

f1;T i

�
tþi
�

if t > tþi
and

fk¼0
2;T iþ1

ðtÞ ¼
(

f2;T i
ðtÞ if t � tþi

f2;T i

�
tþi
�

if t > tþi

(12)

The different steps of resolution algorithm to implement quasi-
online identification are presented below.
Fig. 4. Criterion evolution.
In the next paragraphs, several strategies based on this approach
are proposed and analysed.
4.3.1. Strategy 1: constant offset with constant time window size
For this first strategy, the time interval of the window

T i ¼ ½t�i ; tþi �3T used to identify f1 T i
ðtÞ; f2 T i

ðtÞ is fixed at a
constant interval tþi � t�i ¼ 60 s (10% of the overall time of
experimentation). This first strategy is based on a constant offset
of T i with Dt < tþi � t�i to ensure identification ranges overlap.
Initially an offset value Dt ¼ 15 s (25% of time interval T i) is
studied, the results of the identification of the two heating flux
densities are presented in Table 5. The convergence of this iden-
tification is obtained after about tid ¼ 24 min (i.e. Dtot ¼ 14 min
after the end of the measurements recording). To compare with
the offline CGM, several offsets have been tested (Table 5). The
number of time interval T i is NT ¼ 540

Dt þ 1. The delay Drun be-
tween a measurement at time texp and the determination of the
heat fluxes (f1(texp),f2(texp)) obtained at time tid, is presented
Fig. 7. Since measurements are obtained each seconds, 600 delays
are estimated. Average delay on the identification is denoted by
mdelay.
Fig. 5. Estimate heat flux densities (Sources 1 & 2).
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If Dt increases (overlap decreases), the number of inverse
problem is reduced and the average delay is reduced. In order to
estimate the identification quality, the average merr, the standard
deviation serr and the maximum maxerr of errors between esti-
mated and real heat fluxes are presented in Table 5 considering a
Gaussian noise N ð0;0:5Þ on measured temperature.

Considering results presented in Table 5, identification per-
formed with a constant offset equal to 15 secondes ensures an ac-
curate identification since errors are similar to those obtained with
the offline technique (Table 3.). Even if smaller time overlap reduces
the delay, identification is not accurate enough.
Fig. 6. Graphical representation of SeA (top);

Table 2
Temperature residuals (offline identification).

mres (K) sres (K)

For sensors Cj¼(1,…,10) 0.002 0.499

Table 3
Heat fluxes estimation errors for offline identification.

merr (W m�2) serr (W m�2) maxerr (W m�2)

f1

�37 745 3242
f2

11 645 2425
This first CGM adaption (strategy S1) allows the reduction of the
computation time of the identification procedure. Considering re-
sults presented in Tables 4 and 5, this method can be considering as
effective. However, as shown in Fig. 7 the delay between identifi-
cations results and measurement grows up over time. In order to
assess the influence of the timewindow choice, Table 6 is proposed.

Results presented in Table 6 show the influence of the window
width on the estimation of unknown parameters quality and on the
computation time. By choosing a small identification window, the
unknown parameter estimations are calculated more quickly than
with a larger window. Errors related to identified heat fluxes are
shown in Table 7.

Results presented in Table 7 show the influence of the overlap
between successive identification windows. The quality of identi-
fication results is better with a little offset (i.e. with a large overlap).
Considering both Tables 6 and 7, it seems that an offset equal to the
half of the window should be a correct compromise. Then in order
to improve the online identification (good accuracy and small
delay) and to overcome the problem of offset choice, a second
strategy based on an adaptive overlap is investigated and presented
in the following section.
4.3.2. Strategy 2: adaptive overlap
For this second method, the window size is constant and equal

to a (for example a ¼ 60 s). Let us consider the time interval T i ¼
½t�i ; tþi �3T such as tþi � t�i ¼ a. Identification on this interval is
performed during a CPU time equivalent to ti. When the
SeB (middle) and SeC strategy (bottom).
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identification is satisfactory then immediately a new interval is
considered tþiþ1 ¼ tþi þ ti but if ti ¼ tþiþ1 � tþi > a then tþiþ1 ¼ tþi þ b

andt�iþ1 ¼ tþiþ1 � a. Then, overlap is defined in seconds as:

Recða; b; tiÞ ¼
�
a� ti if ti < a
a� b otherwise

(13)
Table 4
Results e strategy 1.

Dt (s) mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

15 �0.023 0.509 442 1469 37
30 �0.055 0.526 394 1426 19
45 �0.036 0.526 250 1014 13

Table 5
Heat fluxes estimation errors e strategy 1.

Dt (s) merr (W m�2) serr (W m�2) maxerr (W m�2)

f1

15 20 547 2436
30 �161 1450 1898
45 �57 1178 3974
f2

15 13 539 2369
30 �87 1005 3558
45 �53 1134 2523

Fig. 7. Delay Drun between the identification results and measurements with
(Dt ¼ 15 s) e strategy 1.

Table 6
Results for several tunings e strategy 1.

Time window size (s) Offset Dt (s) mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

40 10 �0.022 0.521 433 1561 57
40 20 �0.013 0.507 166 978 29
40 30 �0.027 0.530 227 1100 20
80 20 0.015 0.517 824 2341 27
80 40 0.010 0.534 447 1459 14
80 60 0.002 0.559 317 1157 10
100 25 0.005 0.516 837 2181 21
100 50 �0.005 0.561 530 1555 11
100 75 �0.037 0.598 368 1195 8
with a: the size of the identification window T i and b: a fixed
maximum offset.

Moreover identification process is launched only if the new
measurements are not in adequacy with the temperatures pre-
dicted using the previous identification of f1;T i

ðtÞ; f2;T i
ðtÞ. To test

the adequacy between measurements and predicted temperature
on time interval T i, a direct problem is solved in order to compute
the cost function. If measurement are in keeping with temperature
calculated with the direct problem, a new time interval is consid-
ered equal to T iþ1 ¼ ½t�i þ ti; t

þ
i þ ti�3T with ti is time of resolu-

tion of the direct problem.
Delays are presented in Fig. 8 for a constant window size equal

to a ¼ 60 s and a maximum offset equal to b ¼ 30 s; such config-
uration is denoted by Recð60;30; tiÞ. Temperature residuals are
presented Table 8 and errors between estimated and real heat flux
density are presented in Table 9.

Considering results presented in Table 8 and in Table 9, this
method is relevant. The main advantage compared to the first
strategy is the reduction of the total time identification procedure.
Unknown parameters are identified 6 min after the end of experi-
mentation (duration 10 min). In order to assess the influence of the
timewindowchoice, a campaignwith several values of window has
achieved. Results are presented in Table 10 and Table 11.

Results presented in Tables 10 and 11 show the influence of the
window width and on the choice of the minimal offset on the
quality of estimation of unknown parameters and on the conver-
gence time of the identification procedure. In order to obtain a fast
and accurate identification, window size has to be reduced and it
seems adequate to fix a large maximum offset (in order to allow
small overlap). It is obvious that too small overlap and too small
window size will induce bias and there is a limit which can be
define from experimental considerations. In the studied configu-
ration, a window size equal to 60 s with a maximum offset equal to
30 s (minimum overlap is then equal to 30 s) seems to be a good
compromise.

Two strategies based on initialization improvement are pre-
sented on the two following sections in order to reduce the iden-
tification time.

4.4. Initialization improvement for quasi-online identification

In this section an adaptation of previous online estimation
strategies 1 and 2 is presented. This adaptation is based on an
improvement in the sequential initialization of CGM. Let us
consider that the next identification window is T iþ1 ¼ ½t�iþ1; t

þ
iþ1�.

Both previous methods have been implemented considering an
initialization based on the last identified values on the previous
time interval; see (12). In the following, initialization is based on
heat fluxes derivation calculated on the previous time interval T i
in order to propose an initialization of the next unknown values on
the next time interval T iþ1. The aim of such initialization is to try
to be more adequate with the previous behaviour of identified heat
fluxes. Illustration is proposed on Fig. 9.

This adaption is different to the well-established Function
specification Method proposed by Beck [32] which provides regu-
larization considering a well-chosen number of future times. In our
adapted CGM approach, regularization is performed considering
iteration number required to reach a desired criterion (related to
measurements noises). Initialization on the current investigated
time window used the previous identification results but for the
new instants t2T iþ1 ¼ ½tþi ; tþiþ1�, unknown fluxes are identified
using CGM. Below are presented results related to the adaptation of
the two previous strategies (1 and 2) using this initialization
improvement.



Table 10
Results for several tunings e strategy 2.

Time window size (s) Overlap (s) mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

40 Recð40; 10; tiÞ �0.031 0.516 69 743 35
40 Recð40; 20; tiÞ �0.066 0.554 139 1080 38
40 Recð40; 30; tiÞ �0.056 0.543 94 741 35
60 Recð60; 15; tiÞ �0.096 0.532 194 981 22
60 Recð60; 30; tiÞ �0.037 0.527 235 984 20
60 Recð60; 45; tiÞ �0.032 0.531 160 822 16
80 Recð80; 20; tiÞ �0.089 0.543 355 1511 17
80 Recð80; 40; tiÞ �0.001 0.534 417 1333 13
80 Recð80; 60; tiÞ 0.004 0.627 313 1105 10
100 Recð100; 25; tiÞ 0.000 0.526 473 1393 13
100 Recð100; 50; tiÞ �0.029 0.546 483 1355 11
100 Recð100; 75; tiÞ �0.037 0.598 355 1170 8

Table 7
Heat fluxes density residual for several tunings (Strategy 1).

Time window size (s) Offset Dt (s) f1 (W m�2) f2 (W m�2)

merr serr maxerr merr serr maxerr

40 10 �43 1039 3182 �8 1040 4060
40 20 �53 1771 7190 �2 1290 4989
40 30 �73 1849 5532 �51 2536 9719
80 20 �22 1119 3976 �13 808 2508
80 40 �146 1648 2509 �150 1389 3316
80 60 �155 1526 4854 �133 2006 10,892
100 25 15 883 2219 �19 821 2048
100 50 �207 1974 3629 �128 1280 3315
100 75 �210 1984 3252 �197 1977 9454

Fig. 8. Delay between measurement and identification results for “adaptive mode” e

strategy 2.

Table 8
Results for strategy 2: ðRecð60;30; tiÞÞ

mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

�0.037 0.527 235 984 20
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4.4.1. Strategy 3: constant time offset with initialization
improvement

This strategy is the adaptation of the strategy 1 using initiali-
zation improvement. In order to compare this method with results
of the first strategy, the same configuration (window width, offset)
has been considered and results are presented in Table 12 and
Table 13.

With this method, estimation results are obtained faster than
with the strategy 1 and identified heat fluxes are more accurate.
4.4.2. Strategy 4: adaptive overlap and initialization improvement
This fourth strategy is the adaptation of the strategy 2 using the

initialization improvement. In order to compare this method with
Table 9
Heat fluxes estimation errors for Strategy 2: ðRecð60;30; tiÞÞ

f1

merr (W m�2) serr (W m�2) maxerr (W m�2)

�24 1170 3062
results of the second strategy, the same configuration (window
width, overlap) has been considered and results are presented in
Table 14 and Table 15.

With this method estimation results are obtained faster than
with strategy 2 or strategy 3 but identification results are less ac-
curate than with strategy 3. A last identification strategy is pre-
sented below based on an adaptive choice of identificationwindow
size.
4.5. Adaptive choice of identification window size

Considering the four previous identification strategies, it has
been highlighted how size and overlap of time windows are
influent on the results of identification and on the delay required to
obtain these results. The choice of a fixed window width can be
difficult to estimate (without a priori process knowledge). In order
to overcome this constraint, strategies based on an automatic se-
lection of time interval are presented below.
4.5.1. Strategy 5: time window size related to a priori information
In order to define de time window size, the concept of pene-

tration time presented in Refs. [22] and [8], can be considered. It is
defined as the time that it takes for a point (here, sensor location) to
be just affected by the heating boundary or source (in the current
case, heating source). It is given by:
f2

merr (W m�2) serr (W m�2) maxerr (W m�2)

�16 976 3069



Table 11
Heat fluxes estimation errors for several tunings e strategy 2.

Time window (s) Overlap (s) f1 (W m�2) f2 (W m�2)

merr serr maxerr merr serr maxerr

40 Recð40;10; tiÞ �34 1253 2951 �20 1354 5095
40 Recð40;20; tiÞ �66 2315 10,662 �83 1845 8882
40 Recð40;30; tiÞ 22 989 2767 �64 907 2469
60 Recð60;15; tiÞ �40 630 2430 �4 774 2571
60 Recð60;30; tiÞ �24 1170 3062 �16 976 3069
60 Recð60;45; tiÞ 9 1022 3040 �35 1100 3738
80 Recð80;20; tiÞ �81 914 3171 �58 1127 5507
80 Recð80;40; tiÞ �103 1819 4990 �10 1134 3316
80 Recð80;60; tiÞ �283 2714 2881 �187 1501 4804
100 Recð100;25; tiÞ �6 686 1413 20 1189 3900
100 Recð100;50; tiÞ �27 1218 3629 �19 1069 3315
100 Recð100;75; tiÞ �210 1984 3252 �197 1977 9454
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tp ¼ 0:1
A

d2

a
ðA ¼ 2;3;/;10Þ (14)
where a ¼ l=rC is the thermal diffusivity and d is (in the current
case) the distance between the temperature sensor location and the
center of the mobile source. As there are 10 sensors and twomobile
sources, it is possible to compute 10 identification times (which are
time dependent since distance d is varying), see Fig. 10.

In the specific situation studied in Ref. [8], with A¼ 2 the level of
10�A ¼ 1% is considered and appropriate for inverse problems.
Penetration times are presented in the following figure (consid-
ering measurements obtained Fig. 2 and trajectories described
Fig. 1). Sensors Ci¼1,/,5 are dedicated to source 1 identification and
sensors Ci¼6,/,10 are dedicated to source 2 identification. Then
penetration time for Ci¼1,/,5 are related to S1 trajectory while
penetration time for Ci¼6,/,10 are related to S2 trajectory.

Since both sources have to be identified during the same time
window, we consider that the relevant penetration time is pre-
sented in Fig. 11 as the sum of average penetration time for each
source.

Times presented Fig. 11 can be considered as an estimation of
the time required for heat flux identification and is based on a priori
information (material properties and heating source trajectories).
However it is obvious that unknown heating flux is not taken into
account in penetration time evaluation.

A t ¼ 0, the penetration time presented Fig. 11 suggests that the
first timewindow is T 1 ¼ ½0;76� s. Thusmeasurements have to be
obtained during 76 s and then the identification process is
launched. At tid ¼ 76 þ 29 ¼ 105 identification is performed and a
new time window is considered. In order to define the relevant
time T, the average penetration time on [76,105] is estimated: 42
secondes. Then the new time interval is [105�42,105]. The same
method is considered for new interval. However, if the new interval
T iþ1 does not allow an overlap, then T iþ1 ¼ ½tþi � 20; tid� in order
to obtain an overlap equal to 20 s.

Such strategy based on a priori information (described by
penetration time) leads to the following results (see Fig. 12, Tables
16 and 17).

Previous results shows that the identification method is fast but
that the accuracy is lower than previous strategies 3 or 4. Heat flux
variation is not taken into account in the penetration time evalu-
ation (14). However, sequential identification is performed and in
order to adapt window size to the results obtained previously a last
strategy is proposed.

4.5.2. Adaptive time window size
Let us consider the time interval T i ¼ ½t�i ; tþi �3T and dt is the

time interval betweenmeasurements. A newalgorithm is introduced
to calculate the width of the time interval of identification. Below is
presented thealgorithmof the time interval forestimationprocedure.
The window's size is modified online according to the previous
algorithm and additional direct problem resolution is required in
order to estimate if new measurements are in adequacy with pre-
dicted heating flux densities. Two strategies are developed and



Fig. 9. Example of initialization improvement on the next time interval T iþ1.

Fig. 10. Penetration times for sensors Ci¼1,/,5 and sensors Ci¼6,/,10.

Table 12
Results for several tunings e strategy 3.

Time window size (s) Offset Dt (s) mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

40 10 �0.004 0.509 121 793 57
40 20 �0.008 0.516 92 739 29
40 30 �0.008 0.516 38 603 20
60 15 �0.017 0.514 108 727 37
60 30 �0.050 0.506 70 638 19
60 45 �0.012 0.512 78 645 13
80 20 �0.013 0.505 194 896 27
80 40 0.003 0.506 120 692 14
80 60 0.011 0.513 150 737 10
100 25 �0.002 0.518 378 1210 21
100 50 �0.024 0.520 315 1039 11
100 75 �0.012 0.527 249 1025 8

Table 13
Heat fluxes estimation errors for several tunings e strategy 3.

Time window size (s) Offset Dt (s) f1 (W m�2) f2 (W m�2)

merr serr maxerr merr serr maxerr

40 10 8 616 1999 �32 821 4142
40 20 �13 995 2943 �14 1150 6464
40 30 �43 1514 4724 26 907 2812
60 15 �30 329 992 44 864 3873
60 30 �20 790 2457 �15 427 1694
60 45 �2 1291 3060 �20 562 2166
80 20 �29 329 992 44 864 3873
80 40 �20 790 2457 �15 427 1694
80 60 �2 1291 3060 �20 562 2166
100 25 6 14 681 386 2342 1067
100 50 �36 10 765 549 2742 2090
100 75 �3 4 999 425 3385 1540
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presented below. These identification procedures are based on
strategies 3 and 4 presented in (4.3.1) and (4.3.2).

4.5.3. Strategy 6: identification with adaptive time window size and
constant offset

This strategy is based on principle proposed in strategy 3 with
the adaptive selection of time window size presented in 4.5.2.



Table 14
Results for several tunings e strategy 4.

Time window size (s) Overlap (s) mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

40 Recð40;10; tiÞ 0.018 0.519 58 685 61
40 Recð40;20; tiÞ �0.027 0.529 47 666 72
40 Recð40;30; tiÞ 0.046 0.545 37 630 67
60 Recð60;15; tiÞ �0.059 0.542 127 859 36
60 Recð60;30; tiÞ �0.027 0.526 118 803 26
60 Recð60;45; tiÞ �0.028 0.538 86 716 28
80 Recð80;20; tiÞ 0.010 0.514 216 927 18
80 Recð80;40; tiÞ �0.025 0.522 126 736 24
80 Recð80;60; tiÞ 0.040 0.518 148 794 13
100 Recð100;25; tiÞ �0.020 0.539 321 1054 11
100 Recð100;50; tiÞ �0.081 0.535 259 893 9
100 Recð100;75; tiÞ �0.001 0.566 267 893 8
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Constant time offset is half of the considered time interval. Results
are presented below in (Fig. 13) and Tables 18 and 19.

In regarding to the results of temperature residuals and identi-
fication results of unknown parameters, this method brings an
interesting advantage on the difficulty of choice of time interval
width. Final identification time is reduced but average delay is
greater than the previous method.
Table 15
Heat fluxes estimation errors for several tunings e strategy 4.

Time window size (s) Overlap (s) f1 (W m�2)

merr ser

40 Recð40;10; tiÞ �18 65
40 Recð40;20; tiÞ �36 54
40 Recð40;30; tiÞ 70 67
60 Recð60;15; tiÞ 25 201
60 Recð60;30; tiÞ 0 202
60 Recð60;45; tiÞ 80 206
80 Recð80;20; tiÞ �3 65
80 Recð80;40; tiÞ 6 56
80 Recð80;60; tiÞ 3 83
100 Recð100;25; tiÞ �29 77
100 Recð100;50; tiÞ �55 83
100 Recð100;75; tiÞ �36 71

Fig. 11. Global penetration times.
4.5.4. Strategy 7: identification with adaptive time window size and
adaptive overlap

This strategy is based on principle proposed in strategy 4
with the adaptive selection of the time window size presented in
4.5.2. Results are presented below in (Fig. 14) and Tables 20 and
21.

This last method leads to a reliable identification of heat fluxes
(see Tables 20 and 21 and Fig. 15) with final results obtained 23 s
after the experimentation. Considering results of temperature
residuals and on the estimation quality of unknown parameters,
this last strategy can be considerate as the most successful
achievement since identification is accurate and that average
delay between a measure and an identification result is about
1 min.

5. Concluding remarks

In this paper, several approaches for identification of heat
fluxes provided by two mobile sources on a thin metallic plate
have been presented. These strategies are based on the Conjugate
Gradient Method (CGM) known for its effectiveness on ill-posed
inverse problems described by partial differential equations
such as inverse heat conduction problem. Ten fixed sensors
f2 (W m�2)

r maxerr merr serr maxerr

3 1562 35 770 4287
2 1219 16 903 4287
1 3427 7 937 4287
1 12,906 �56 1718 8892
9 12,629 23 553 1734
6 10,403 �60 827 1933
9 1975 25 428 1427
7 1799 1 391 952
8 2549 16 299 762
4 2754 38 605 2021
0 2329 �40 524 947
6 1874 58 1162 4330

Fig. 12. Delay between the identification results and measurement with Penetration
time strategy.



Fig. 13. Delay between the identification results and measurement with strategy 5.

Table 16
Results e strategy 5.

mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

�0.081 0.59 62 703 28

Table 17
Heat fluxes estimation errors e strategy 5.

f1 f2

merr
(W m�2)

serr
(W m�2)

maxerr
(W m�2)

merr
(W m�2)

serr
(W m�2)

maxerr
(W m�2)

31 392 999 �44 428 1318

Fig. 14. Delay between the identification results and measurement with strategy 7.

Table 18
Results e strategy 6.

mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

�0.052 0.53 108 676 17

Table 20
Results e strategy 7.

mres (K) sres (K) mdelay (s) tid (s) NT

�0.017 0.51 73 623 17

Table 21
Heat fluxes estimation errors e strategy 7.

f1 f2

merr
(W m�2)

serr
(W m�2)

maxerr
(W m�2)

merr
(W m�2)

serr
(W m�2)

maxerr
(W m�2)

�19 603 1649 16 427 1281
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located in the mobile sources neighbourhood provide pointwise
temperature measurement each second for heat fluxes identifi-
cation (118 unknown parameters). Experimentation duration is
10 min. Several strategies are proposed and their effectiveness is
shown considering both the time required for identification and
the results quality. In the studied case, offline CGM provides
relevant results 82 min after the end of the process. In order to
ensure a faster (but accurate) identification, several strategies are
based on the choice of the measurements taken into account for
Table 19
Heat fluxes estimation errors e strategy 6.

f1 f2

merr
(W m�2)

serr
(W m�2)

maxerr
(W m�2)

merr
(W m�2)

serr
(W m�2)

maxerr
(W m�2)

�33 563 1874 9 620 2268
identification (i.e. the limits of the time integral for direct, adjoint
and sensitivity problem). A shorter interval provides quick
convergence (before the experimentation end) and an overlap
with the next interval allows an accurate identification. Several
strategies are tested in order to deal with overlap and sliding
(receding) time window size. An a priori consideration related to
Fig. 15. Identified heat fluxes with strategy 7.
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thermal penetration time is also tested. The best strategy offers a
quasi-online identification which ensures a reliable identification
only 23 s after the end of the process. Moreover the average delay
between online observation and parameter identification is 73 s.
The main limitation of this approach is the processor perfor-
mance and then this delay will be sharply reduced in the next
few years.

Thus, adaptive control law based on closed loop can be inves-
tigated since heat fluxes variation can be detected using such quasi
online identification approach (for continuous production process
for example). Such delay systems are widely studied in control
theory.
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